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A complex ∞mputer system consists of billions of transistors , miles of wires , and many interactions 
with an unpr回ictable environment. Correct 陀sults must be produced despite faults 由at d归amically
occur in some of these ∞mponents. Many techniques have been develo阴d for fault tolerant 
computation. General purpose methods ar它 independent of the application , yet incur an overhead cost 
which may be unacceptable for massively par划lel systems. Algor讪m-specific methods , which can 
operate at lower ∞st， are a developing alternative [1, 72]. This paper first 陀views 由e general-purpose 
approach and then focuses on the algori由m-specific me由00 ， wi由 an eye 10wa时 m出sively par剖lel
pro臼ssors. Algorithm-based fault tolerance has the attraction of low overhead; furthermo陀 it ad也-esses
bo由由e detection and also the correction problems. The principle isωbuild low-cost checking and 
correcting mechanisms based exclusively on the redundancies inherent in the system. 
Before beginr山g 由e overview 臼ction， we anticipate a criticism of algorithm-based methOOs: 由at
existing methOOs (such 出 chec问>oints and 国plication) are a solution 10 由e problem. On the ∞ntra町，
由臼陀tical studi臼 based on information 由ω可 have established 由at log (n) redund四cy is adequate for 
general ∞mputation. 节10ugh 由e details are beyond 由e scope of 由is paper, we note the key features of 
these studies. To achieve reliable resu1ts on a synchronous network A of N processors which each enter a 
random state with probability p , one cons囚lCts a new network A K由at reliably simulates for T steps. Tbis 
陀q山res O (log(N盯) time r它dundancy [Bierrnan1. (0 (log 2(Nη) spa臼 redundancy for 陀al-time
simu1ation). Asynchronous computation is more difficult , yet only ne创刊∞nstant delay (向阳阳
compounded delays in buffers. 
These 陀sults are significantly better 由an the 0 (n) 陀qui陀d for n-modu1ar redundancy. Moreover, it 
has been observed [91) that "errors introduced by a gate must be off民t by computation perforrned by 由at
gate" since the encoding and decoding ∞mponents are subject 10 noise. Since TMR doesn't do 由is ， we 
have incorrect voter ou甲ut wi由 probab出ty E+O+2E)+(3Z 2-2Z3) where E is p(gate failure) , Z is 
p (incorrect input to voter). 
Thus assured 由at significant improv臼nents can be achieved in 吐le construction of fault-tolerant 
systems. section 1 p陀sents the main ideas of algorithm-based fau1t tolerance. A broad overview of fau1t 
tolerance , is p陀serued in section 2. Section 3 then d臼cribes general p由ciples of the algorithm-specific 
approach , which have been derived from r宅su1ts in the field. Extensive technical exampl臼 a陀 descri民d
in section 4 , for both symbolic ar回 numeric processing. 节le reader who is well ve~ in fau1t tolerance 
may go d阳ctly to sections 3 and 4. 
节le mainμl.-s of fault tolerance are detution and correction. [比比ctionis 由e abi1ity to discover and 
diagno臼 fau1臼. Problems are then ∞m口创出rough metl时s of 陀configuration and 陀∞veη. Several 
such meth创s are general-purpo臼. A comrnon technique (ωlled yoting) runs many ∞pies of the system 
and compares 由e resu1 ts. A 路cond me由od (called chuJcpointing) 院时OOically saves images of the 
system 's PfOgr在ms and data; if an error is detected by diagnostic routines , the computation can resume 
from tl1e most 陀cent checkpoint If tl览 fault was due 10 a penn缸茸nt hardware fault，由e problem must be 
corrected by manual 陀pair or automatic 陀∞nfiguration.τl1e voting t民阳咀que masks fa旧tsso 由ey do 
not producεeπ。rs ， yet 陀q山陀s at least three times as much hardware. Checkpointing 陀quires fewer 
陀sources ， but may inteπupt procεssing 10 save and 陀cover data. 
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The general pwpo民 methods must. in view of advances in computer archi臼口ure ， be re挡回S民d 回
make use of the new br回d of parallel computers. Massively p盯allel processors (MPP) have 陀cently 以记n
developed. com归甜d of many thousands of interconnected proαssors， each wi由 a small private memo可
andpe由a庐 a 血缸'ed memo可 as well. Traditional methods. such 部时plication of a 1∞，α)() proc白白r
machine，但它山m民essary and unduly expensive. Likewise checkpointing has serious limitatioJ毡. given 
出e latency of mass storage devices. 
Systems wi由 many proαssors currently avoid faults by reliance on extremely reliable components. 
The mean time to failure (扣口TF) would otherwise be 臼 low 臼1.5 hours for a 64K processor machine 
[67].ηle use of highly reliable ∞mponents with ve可∞nservative des阳1 techniques，由ough effective , 
IS ex严nsive 四d remains prone to occasional failures. For example. the cost of a 64K "Connection 
Machine" is .$3，2∞，α刀 plus .$264，叹曰l/year for maintenance [96]; 由is pa而ally 缸回 indirectly reflects 由e
∞st of reliabili可. Nevertheless. the reliable ∞mponents must be purch臼ed for eve可 copy of the 
machine. This money ∞uld be bener spent on rnore powe而且 h盯dw缸e and less costly fault tolerance 
mechanisms.ηtis could be accomplished if fa山 tolerance were performed by software. since software 
can be reproduced at nominal ∞st. 
Aso丘ware approach exploits a prominent advantage inherent to paral1elism , namely 出at failure of one 
∞mponent need not jωpardize the entire 町stem. Less hardware inves田lent is necessary，但咀由.e savings 
can improve the marlcet a∞eptan臼 of parallel ∞rnputers. It may also facilitate 由.e construction of more 
powerful h缸'dware. 1ñere are without doubt serious technical qu臼tions about how to tap into 由issource
of reliabi1 i句. and hence applicability of the me由od is p陀sently limited to specialized applications. One 
potential application 町a is artificial intelligence (AI). specifically 白红ch. 出S∞iative 陀trieval. panem 
matching and update of storage structures. 节tis is evidenced by the development of many architectures 
expressly for AI [77. 120]. 。由er areas of applicab出ty include adverse environments (air. de臼罚，但剖，
life-critical (medical) 皿d high-陀H抽出ty (communications , fund transfers，汩temational databases). 
Sincεmaximizing performanαis the desiderata of p缸咀lel proα臼ing. it is natural to develop the 
softwar号b部ed approach. 
1.1. Algorithm-Ba提dT优hniqu臼
白le algorithm-based approach w山 be discussed in detail in sections 3 and 4. A brief preview is 
presented here so the reader may contrast it with the 侃her me由ods to be discussed. The goal of the 
approach is to build 吐~ detection. 1侃ation and ∞口配tion rou由leS 衍。m 由e expected algori由m behavior. 
ηtis exploi岱吐~ relationshi归 between panial 陀su1ts. as well as 阳 anticipated input/ou甲ut relationshi庐­
We note 由at COIDDll皿cation netwo血sar琶 designed wi由 a similar 叩proach，民cause the higher levels of 
a communication pro肌01 are insulated from errors a1 lower levels, and furthermore the low-level 
prot∞ols provide reliable 臼rvi臼 even when con齿。nted by hardware faults. 
An algorithm may provide invariants about a 可S比m preci臼ly because it is a concise statement of whal 
is to be computed and how the computati∞ should be performed. These are known to hold at 臼民组n
points during algori由m execution reg缸d1臼s of阳 specific data in 让le system. The knowledge of "what" 
is computed al10ws use of domain knowledgeωcheck the reasonableness of the results. Knowledge 
about "how" to ∞mpute 由e 陀sult can al10w develo阴阳nt of a fault tolerant version. 节lese a1gebraic artd 
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logical relationships can be exploitedωimprove reliability or reduce ∞st through improved error 
detection and fi副 correction. For ex肌肉， in a binaηsearch algori由m it is always 由e case 由at element 
Ei<马， for i<j. 四is prope町 can be tested concurrently wi由 program execution at low ∞吼叫 any
violation signals an error. 
An algorithm may be augmented to use redundant storage or perform extra computation if 由ere is 
insufficient inherent redundancy to suppon 由e approach. Error-correcting cωes are 由e most common 
form of augmentation, and take the fonn of additional hardware (memo可， proαssors，∞mm山úcation
channels) or extra data (storage cach臼.陀dundant executions). Several examples of augmentations are 
given in section 4. 
A second view of algorithm-based fau1t tolerance depends on primitive operations 由at work even in a 
faulty environment Programs can be de由led wi由 these primitives. The approach has been used to 
suppon convnunication , agreement 缸咀 mutual ιxclusion to shared resourc臼. Reliable communication 
(broadcast) to all processors [7 , 35 , 45]) and agr四ment by many proc臼sors (a form of extrema-finding) 
[29 ， 39，俑， 90] provide 臼rvi臼 even in the presen臼 of fau1ts. A reliable broadcast is important for 
∞mm山山a由19 information between proαssors. Agreement algorithms are essential for tasks such 缸
software voùng and election of a master procesωr (so-call创刊1臼der election"). Fau1t tolerant mutua.l 
exclusion algorithms , necess创γto sh缸它陀sources ， have 民en developed [95]. 
1.2. Terminology 
At 由is point we pre臼nt a minimal amount of terminology , including the common metrics necessary 
for quantitative evaluation of a system. These terms are used throughout the literature. 
A fauJt indicates an intemal anomalous behavior [2 , 12]. An error, on the other hand, is an extemal 
manifestaùon of the fau1 t，由rough erroneous results "not consistent with the intention of 由e user" [58]. 
Thus an error ∞curs when the ou甲ut differs from what it would be in the fau1t-fr回 situation. A fault 
might not be direct1y detectable (or 1倪础油le) but its manifestations are.αearly，也u1t tolerance seeks to 
produαno errors even when faults ∞cur. 
Comparative perfonnance analysis has developed 臼veral ways to meas山它 fau1t toleranα . Fωlt 
coverage, a static measure, gives the 庐比entage of possible faults 由atw诅 be deteαω. 节le dyn缸nic
民havior is d臼cribed by 0阳r me画u阳， such 画陀liabili叨， performab山ty and availability [40]. 
Reliability is t凰.probability 由al the m缸hine w山 oot fail before time t. Pe矿ormability is 由e probability 
由at 由em创line will operate above some speci曰ed performance level. It is not direct1y 陀lated to 由e
performance 1evd. and the performability may either increase or decrease 臼阳 performan臼 level
changes. A vai阳bility is 阳 expected value of ∞mputational cap缸ity at time t, for example，由e nurnber 
of processors not 陀moved from 阳 processing array , or 阳 expected 臼凹ice delay. The goal of 1∞% 
availability may be achievable if processing proceeds concurrently with correction, whereas a significant 
delay will result if peri创ic interrupti∞ is needed for chec问x>int or re∞ve可 [107].
节le archit民阳re may be descri民d by a sysrem paF(lf7Utuization 缸1<1 fault model. 节也se ∞nα~
provide the basis to design fault tolerance given system , by ca回uring the essential features of the 
architecture，节、e key parameters d臼cribe 由e processors , memo可 M回∞mm山咀cation. 节也提 emph部ize
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t.he differenc臼 between m凶ticomputers and massively parailel machines. Examples of the 
parameterization and m缸hine description are in figu.re 1- l.节le massively par挝lel machines. equipped 
with vast numbeß ofprocessors. are fundamentally di仔erent from multipr民essors.
Conservaùve d臼ign methods. combined wi由 general-purpose fault tolerance. are widely 缸臼pωdas
saùsf缸tory solutions for t.he general class of multiprocessors shown in machines of figure 1-1. However. 
由e methods do not work. for newer machines. such as those of 1-2, when the tasks a陀 interactive ， or 
when veηhigh availability is r叫uir回. Fu由ermo陀.由e latency of storage devicεs is inc陀部ing 陀lative
to 由e speed of the CPUs. which plaαs checkpoint methods at a fu时ler disadvantage. 
Processors Memory Communication 
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Figure 1-1: Parameterizaùon of Massively Par划lel pr悦目回归
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2. Overview of Fault Tolerance 
As stated earlier, the two phωes of fault tolerance are detection and corr时tion. The error detection 
phase recognizes that an error has ∞cuπ叫. and may diagnose the problem by identification of the 
component and 也e type of faul t. Next. in correction, a reconfiguration subphase removes the faulty 
compone邸. and organizes 由e 陀m剑ning hardware into a functional - and hopefully effective _ 
system. An ensuing recoveηsubphase restores whatever data may have 民en lost or damaged and 
whatever executions had been ∞rrupted. 
2.1. Detection Phase 
币1e behavior of circuits or programs can be monitored to detennine if a fault ∞curs. The monitoring 
method depends on 由e class of fault 民terministic (or permanent) faults are due to broken hardware. 
Probabilistic faults , which cannot always be detected, are of two types: transient and Byzantine. In the 
tran5ient case, a broken pro臼ssor gives consistent infonnation to all neighbors. and it is 山让ikely 由at
faults will be undetected. The Byzan由le c部e is more difficult. since a faul可 proαsωr can give different 
or deceptive information to its neighbors. Faul叩∞mponents may even conspire to subven the system. 
Diagnostic testing of probabilistic failures is complex becau臼由e condition might clear up 国mediately
after producing polluted data One general solution is to encode data at a high level and recognize a f31山
when a non-codeword is en∞untered. A 臼∞ndωlution employs vo由19 among 2N+l redundant units , 
where N faults may occur. The errors of a ∞mponent should be off:臼t by 由e computation of 吐le
component. 
All detection techniques share the common idea of utilizing 陀dundancy ， though there is significaru 
variation in the form of redundancy. Five techniques are given here. which may also be used for 
correction.τne first two. co"ψonent design and voting , operate at 由e signal-level 10 produce circuits 由at
withstand "adverse physical phenomena." Next. 白.e meth创 of error derecting codes can be used at all 
levels. including logic. data comrnunication and computation. Algorithms and ωserrions. achieve fault 
loIerance in the softw缸它 design proc臼s.
• Fa时t-s配町elseU-testing ∞mponents (Logic-level fault tolerance). Fault-secure 
∞mponents employ specialized Iogic to monitor 吐leir own functioning. 节le approach builds 
faull detection and lc阳tion inωthe components. which in tum indicate if they are 
functioning through an "I'm alive" indicator. 节le problems of fault detection and location 
are 臼1ved. it would seem，民cause 由e pr悦essors them臼lves indicate if 由ey are functioning 
correctly. Moreover, the spread of contaminated infonnation can be limited through suitable 
designs. 
High c部t lÐd imperfeαdesign cunail the success of the fault-secure proαssor. 节1e d臼ign
andconstr回应)Q of such devi臼s is expensive. Self也sting proc臼sors have failed on notable 
∞casions [4η; a faulty processor can erroneously 画sen i凶 "I'm alive" signal. ln response. 
陀seaπhers have d臼cribed spccial forms of fault也αlre pr民自sors 由at are 臼αJre from 
worst-case error 勾响drom邸. but at a cost of 5∞% hardware redundancy. ηtis is ∞ 
expensive for most ∞mputer users. becau臼山e ∞st of preven由19 an error may exceed the 
∞st of the error! 
• Voting (General-purpose fault tolerance). 节tis me由od executes redundant ∞pi臼 of the 
logic. progr部n.or ∞mm山咀cation. ηle copies are ∞mpared at suitable intervals by a voting 
circuit or program [18. 38]. Reliability improves exponentially with the nurnber of ∞pi臼，
under 由e assurnption 由at errors are independent and the voting circuit d臼s not fail. 
However. these as贝lffipÜOns 缸它 not universally valid. Coincident failure of several 
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pnxessorscm result hm a systemauc design fault, or hm a transient physical condition 
X臼eding the tolerances of many adjacem proc臼sors.
• Error det配ting codes (Communication, computation 但回 storage-level fault tolerance). 
E巾r 创臼 maint刷版面tegrity of data. which ∞uld 0由erwi臼 be co阳ninated by errors 
dunngmmge， c?mmmcadon-or ∞mpu叩ion. One commonly used code is 由e simple 
pari叩 bits found in most ∞mputer memories. More powerful methods include Huffman 
e叫ing and linear fi臼dback shift 昭sters. S民 [128] for a g则 textbook treatment of 由e
m句ect
An error correcting ∞de (ECC) concep阳ally consists of two pans. a data 阳rtion and a check 
p。而on. 11le check is cornputed and wrinen 10 memo可 when a data item is sto陀d. and upon 
retrieval the check is recomputed. An error is detected when the stored value differs from 吐le
∞m阴阳d value. Correcùon of errors is possible wi由 cod臼阳t contain addiùonal 
inforrnation [128]. Codewords are generally defined over an algebraic field for reasons of 
computaùonal efficiency. 
Computation. 臼 well as storage. can be made resilient through these codes. For exarn肉，
ECC's can be closed under multiplicaùon or other operaùons [89]. on the other rulnd, 
symbolic algorithms present new coding problems. and the fault tolerance of these 
cornputations has not yet received wid臼P陀ad anenùon. 
Fault tolerance in the domain of symbolic 陀因eval by associative memories has been 
achieved by special hash functions [28]. 白le funcùons map similar input values to adj瓦ent
memo可 locations. where simi臼riηis defined according to insertions 四d deleùons (i.e. 
"minimal edit distances"). If a memo可 cel1 is inaccessible. then an adjacent memo叮 W诅
probably store a value which 叩proximates 由e correct one. This value can be used when 
exact retrieval is not ne臼ssary. for exarnple, if the input is noisy. However. 世le development 
of fault-tolerant repr臼entations and manip凶ations for arbitrary symbol structures is an open 
problem. For exarnple. it is relatively easyωdefine syntactic similarity. but semantic 
simil创ity may be elusive. 
• Algorithm Properti臼(A1gorithm-based fault tolerance). Many algori由ms have specialized 
prope而白，臼 wil1 be detailed in sections 3 and 4. For ex缸nple， an a priori bound on 由e
norrn is known for many matrix algebra rou也les. This can be checked at low ∞st. Likewise. 
由e relationshi庐 betw臼n nodes in a binary tree are rigorously defined by the algorithm. 
Low心。st checking and correction methods can be ∞nstructed from 由ese prope而自.
U时ort田1ately. 由ese tests can be expensive. In such situations. a lower ∞st property should 
be derived. if possible. 
-
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2.2. Corr配tion Phase 
If a problemωcurs and is diagnosed. the fault tolerant system must then repair itself and deliver a 
∞mα 陀sult 白山 is done by reconfiguration and recove巾.al由ough a different approach is used in 
fault-masking systems 由at provide correct results without removing faults. 
2.2.1. R缸。nfiguration Subphase 
Reconfiguration removes the faul可∞mponents and modifies other pans of the sys记m to provide 由e
required cornrnunication and ∞mputation 陀sour臼s. Reconfiguration can be physical or logical. In 
physical 陀∞nfiguration. 由e sy沉em is fabricated wi由 additional processors and switches; the 
interconnection between PEs can be circuit switched to bypass faulty components. Logical 
reconfiguration. on the other hand. reroutes message traffic and alters WOrK assignments. Carter [27] h臼
wrttten an excellent 贝.uvey of hardwar它 fault tolerance. 
白le hardware p缸ameterization (figure 1-1) should remain the same despite re∞nfi思lration.τñe
so企war冠 could thereby operate with minimal modifications, without degr回ation of system performan臼.
ηlese goals can be achieved when there is sufficient 叩are capacity or ∞mponen岱. When 甲are capacity 
is insufficient. i( may neve时1el臼s be possibleωprovide only 由e es臼ntial functions and degrade 
gracεfully; an altemative is 10 run the task more slowly. In the example of a 吨uar穹 proc臼sor array 
without spares. a half-size array c皿 always be formed 10 run the task more slowly. Altematively.logi臼l
reconfiguration of a parallel system can change the 陀source 础location to 阳lore defective proces白白.
白lere is a 町"四仔 betw民n 山e ∞mputational power 阳恼饲uent (0 reconfiguration (pe矿ormabiliry) , 
and the time 陀qui陀d to re∞nfigure (avai臼biliη). Many 缸lal configurations can 陀sult from a 
m∞nfiguration. 由ough it may 民 difficult to pick one 由at performs well. One centra1ized solution 
p陀∞mput臼 many 陀configurations b画ed upon ex因cted patterns of cornrnunication and ∞mputation. In 
the contrasting disoibuted 叩proach. e缸h procesωr validates its neighbors and reconfigures locally 10 
produαa globally correct system. 节1e reconfigurati∞ scheme should not succumb to the dilemma of 
minirnizing the perform缸1ce degr回ation a.r回 yet cornple也鸣曲ere∞nfiguration quickly. 
2.2.2. R配。"ηSubphase
Restoration of important data mUSl ∞m庐nsate for the errors introduced by faults.τñe state of 
i m po rtant structures is usuall y restored to 由e "before-fau11" in反缸阴. A weaker restoration produ臼s a 
new intermediate swe, from which 阳 algori由m generates 由e correct answer. For example, when 
adding up 阳 elaneuts of a list，归 ordering of the elements d侃s not have to be retained, becau民 il d侃S
not affect 臼 final resu1tαher applications are irnm田le 10 some errors, in which case 由ere∞ve可
criteria can be re皿ed. A numeric example is integration by ad叩tive qu甜m阳陀 [94]. in paniωar when 
an error in one interval can be ignored because it will have only a vanishingly small effeCl on the error in 
由e total result Such errors are sufficiently small to be indistinguishable from other unavoidable errors. 
due to 由e fact 由at most numeric algorithms are approximations. A 由ird aspect of recove可 is 由.e need 10 
adjust data 缸ld work all民础。ns for the purpose of rebalancing the computationalload. 
节1e t吃fo陀-instan臼 is usually recovered by use of techniques known as bachν'ard or forward 陀∞ve可·
节1e backward 叩proach 臼V臼 periodic checkpoints of 让le process irnage. For 陀∞ve町，由e syslem "rolls 
back" to a logically consistent checkpoint state. Costs can be significant becau臼 system 0院ration must 
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be suspended d山坦g 由e checkpoinùng and because of the substantial 00 n民dedω ∞py a large program. 
ch时间x>ints are therefore taken infrequently and substantial work may be lost when 也 syslem reverts 10 
an old chec问x>ÍIlt.白leS阳3tion has improved somewhat through the development of faster logging-
based techniqu臼，部 well as the selective checkpointing of only 吐le essential state information 
(92. 101. 108. 112]. 
白le checkpoinùng method has develo院d into message logging for parallel systems , which combines 
infrequent checkpoints with a reposit。可 ofeve可 transmitted message. Since messages are 由e only cause 
of state changes, logging the messages allows 陀construction of the state. 四e up-to-date data is 
recovered by replaying the logged messages since the most 陀cent ch时间x>int (108. 110]. and thus no 
computations are lost A potential problem of both message logging and check归inting. is cascading 
eITOrs (由e 凹-called "dornino" effect). Replaying one message can generate a chain of additional 
messages. each generating yet more messages (24]. Cascade-仕臼 volati1e logging rnethods provide 
potential 严rforman臼 advantages but have not yet been rigorously 缸1aly臼d [55.109]. 
1n contrast to the backward approach. forward recovery proα创s by analysis of program state. As 
described by Mili , forward 陀cove可 "uses the natural redundancy 由at exists betw臼n program variables 
rather 由an duplica由g 由e program sp缸e. 1n terms of execution time , no overhead is incurred 四让臼s it is 
n臼ded" [76]. 节le approach is appropriale if 由e system behavior is well understood [26] and eITOrs can 
be isolated and corrected.τrus forward rnethod limits the stale change. since the full state is never rolled 
back. 节le 叩proach requires accurate damage assessment to allow selective repair of the damaged 
pomons. 
节le greatest success of the forward 叩proach has been in numerical domains such 臼 signal-processing
and maoi x. -vector ∞mputations [1. 12. 123]. Su∞ess h臼 also been 陀poned for problems where the 
solution technique generates redundant solutions (80). as well as for transaction processing (10). 节lere is. 
however. sorne controversy about when ωuse forward 陀∞very. Sorne researchers claim 由at
perform白白 decreases because int叩rocess synch.ronization is needed to ∞rrect 出e fault [53]. 0阳区，
however. find performanαimprovernents 民caωe minor inconsistencies are allowed to develop. wi由
correction 邵阳 end of the ∞mputation (10). 
2.3. Hardware Meth叫s
Hardware fault tolerance provides machines 由at work despite anomalous behavior in some 
∞mponents. Tbe pr皿itive hardware design should ensure 由e system is not disabled by a hardware fault. 
白白 provid臼位Ie IUppOrt 白血ntial for so食ware me由ods.
The essential har司ware characteristics should be P陀served to allow efficient continued operation.τlle 
number and capaciηof 吐leprocessors 缸1d由eir interconnections are important because these determine 
由e spare proc臼sing power available for backup 挝、d reconfi胆ration. The inlerconnection ωpology 
defines 阳 communication paths 民tween c田nponents. A red山1dantωpology connects worldng 
∞mponents even if some parts of the system fail. Fault-tolerant tree architectures [48. 俑. 131] provide 
hardware 陀d山回ancy ， whe陀挡住1eoretical 汉udy shows the hypeπu民 is well-suited for fault tolerance 
due to its redundant cornmunication paths (49). An empirica1 study using the lntel hypercube is presenωd 
in [17]. Other fault tolerant graph stnJctures [67] include various kinds of arrays. A special issue of IEEE 
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Comp阳 (J叩 1987) is d毗ated to fault 附rant interconnection networks. Two pop山回归10固自
include the binary tree and the n-dimensionaJ hypercube. 
When the interconneαion patteπ1s are preserved by the reconfiguration，由eso丘ware will n出d only 
minimal modification. A notable ex缸nple is re∞nfigurable pro臼ssor aπays.τñ臼e consist of a grid of 
interconnected components and have the significant feature of allowing continued 呵:>eration of all the 
functioning ∞mponents sub臼quent to failure of a sin国e component. Design techniques for these arrays 
include the Diogenes app10ach [30]. In由is approach, a switch extemal to each PE provides the means 10 
bypass the defective ∞mponents. Al由ough 由e non-faulty components can be u民d ， the algori出rn may 
have ωadjust 10 retain efficiency. 币le major problem with the initial Diogenes approach is the delay due 
to long wire lengths [124] , since unrnatched delays betw臼n ∞mponents may decre也e performan臼.ηús
diffiαd叩 is solved by algorithm modifications. One m创ification technique is retiming , which adds 
delays to some communication links to p陀vent intemal bott1enecks. The intemal system úming d侃s oot 
change , despite the delay of bypassing defective PEs [125]. 
Reconfiguration should 陀tain 由e critical timing and 可nc恼。而ty aspec岱 of high performan臼 pa.rallel
pro臼ssíng systems. A synchronous system is bound clo臼ly to 由e system cl民k [7坷， wi由 e缸h
proαssor executing the same instruction stre缸n. 1ñese systems provide excellent performanc右， provided 
由e problem "fits" 由e system. Asynchronous systems , on the other hand, allow greater independence in 
bo由由e instruction 臼quenαs and the communication patterns. Reconfigur甜on is easier with an 
臼ynchronous system 民cause timing is 1ess imponan巳 the programs can be changed without affecting 
∞rrecmess ， al由ough load balancing becomes an 凶ue. 白山 leads to 由e question of the best way 10 
陀∞nfigUl它矶臼ynchronous ∞mputer ∞mputer [1 23]. Synchronized systems include the ICL DAP , the 
NASA MPP and 由eG∞dyear STARAN. As归lchronous systems include the Intel HYPERCUBE and 由e BBN 
Butterfly，出 well as NYU Ul町acomputer. ffiM RP3 and Colurnbia DADO machines. 
2.4. Software Meth创s
so丘war它 techniques extend the hardware capabilities 10 build fault tolerant systems. Software can be 
陀produ臼d ch臼ply. 节阳. it would 阮氏onomical 10 depend ∞ it for fault tolerance. 
2.4.1. Language-Ba提dT民hniqu臼
节le first type of fault tolerance is lar唱uage-based [105]. Programrning t∞ls areωed 10 construct 
prograrns 由atw饵'k even 江 a fau1t 凶curs ， as in specialized 1anguag臼由at can be annotated with logica1 
臼民币ons. n览'画sertions can be processed by automatic 由ω陀m-provers to determine 江 the program 
will run ∞rTe(地y 面世le event of har世ware eπors. Exampl臼 of 由is appro缸h assurne a volatile main 
memoηand a nonvolatile disk [33. 34]. Faults resu1t f10m "the influence of adverse phys阳l
phenomena." which may a.ff臼t stable storage. 节le臼 errors are modelled by a special fault-operati∞ 
called DECA Y. 1ñe wor'k includes pr∞frul臼 wi由 p陀dicat臼 for "all-perfect" 创ld"gr缸εfully-degraded"
operation. F山lCtional 陀甲且rements specify 山e behavior, such 臼 the ability 10 read/Write the disk, storage 
atomicity , and peri创ic 陀pair (ωretum the system 10 all-归rf民t starus). Unforrunately , it has not been 
extended to parallel systems. Other forma1叩proaches are given in [19. 76.102 , 118]. 
节le se∞nd me由od defmes fault toleraJlcεwithin a programming paradigrn. such 臼 dataflow
programrning or object-oriented programrning. Specifica1ly, the dataflow programming model is side-
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effi出t fr回 and describes state by 1Okens. 1ηl1e a油bs岱enc臼e of side e 旺陇ecαts simplifies 陀眈c∞ov町e叩 [阳84 ， 1∞ ] s剑implyy byenca庐叫l甲4础gsmall由e们ub归阳优tes 由削a况t int阳l
b均yt盹he "acti削v…eu叩l肌nconsumed仙们tokensω" 副 thus 毗bility is achieved by keeping dupliωes of 阳se tokens. 
Multiple ∞pies are maintained in different physical processors and deleted when 由e primary is 
∞nsumed. Furthermore , a technique called "token chasing" can determine if a program will work 
correctly even if some tokens fail to fire [8 , 9].η1ese ideas have 陀臼ntly 民en extended wi由 aso公ware
engineering approach for forward error recove可 using semantically 吨uivalent abstract data types with 
maximally disjoint fault spaαs [81]. 
2.4.2. Operating System Techniqu臼
A second form of so丘ware provides fault toleran臼 through a 陀liable virtual machine [3]. An easily 
used language provides ac臼ss to the machine. Unfortunately, few performan臼 studies rigorously 
address the 叩plic抽出ty of 05 techniques to massively parallel 可stems [113] , and none have studied 
interactive processing on tho回 systems. This may be due to the fact 由at massive parallelism is extremely 
new. 节1e陀 has 民εn research , however, on specialized 陀al-time sys忧ms for critical ta业s [59 , 101 , 107]. 
A major form of 05 fault tolerance is ba回d on atomicity, where computations are executed as atomic 
actions. An atomic action has an effect on other actions only if all ste归 complete su∞臼sfully. If the 
action fails , no changes are made , and a backup proαss can be invoked. Atomici可 can be s院cialized 岛r
an application area.出 in serialization theo巾， which applies to transaction processing. Exampl臼 ofos
fault 10lerance include the CLOUDS operating system , which is b部ed on object-oriented inv∞ation， 
running on general-阳r归臼 proαssors wi由 an Ethemet interconnect and dual-ported disks. τlte 
fundamental operations are written as recoverable 0时ect cl出民S. wi由由e implementation mechanìsm 
hidden. For example, the CLA55 RECOVERABLE INTEGER depends on logs written as a side effect of the 
base class. Operating systems alωuse other approach臼. such as recove可 blocks [51] and N-version 
prograrnming [5]. 
One means of achieving a10micity is 由rough checkpointing and rollback. which can be done invisibly 
by most fault tolerant opera由19 systems. A ∞ntr苗由19 approach is taken in 世1e GU1TENBERG 
[126] system , where recoverable ∞mm山ticating actions guarantee 陀∞veηand ∞nsistency.ηtis work 
emphasizes 臼vera1 general p由lCipl臼， including a "cαnmunicati∞ dependency rel甜onship" 由at is 
distinct from the data de阳x1encies of EDEN , CLOUDS , or Nested Trans缸tions. 节1e GlJIT副BERG system 
claims [0 民 an improvement over chec问)()int meu时s [108] beca四 "we contend 阳 checkpointlng all 
processes involved in a rcliable distributed ∞mputation in the system is an unrealistic burden on 位也
keπ-.e I ... [组回] llDCe behavior may be time -depeooent the behavior of 吐忧民cond execution may not be 
the same as the ftrIt." However. cl阳坷XJint meU时s have recently been improved in 由e forrn of volati1e 
logging [111] opera由19 on pie臼明白 deterministic programs. 节1e deterrninism assumption ad由出ses 阳
issue of time-depel回ency.
It will 民国portant to see how performance of these OS me由ωs develo庐. We note 由at 由e臼 me由ods
cannot be uùlized within individual PES in exis山g MPPs simply 民cause 由ey have no onbo缸Ù opera山g
sys臼m. In the case of tl而 Connection Machi肘， for example , oot even a runtime keπ览1 is available. 
Moreover. 由ere is no assurance 由at 吐1<: VO capacily of an MPP would be able 10 suppon the 
checkpoint/restan algori由ms. Furthermore. 由e diminished availability due 10 chec问到in山g or logging 
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might be un缸臼ptable.
3. Algorithm-Based Approach: General Principles 
Having earlier indicated 由e prefe陀nαfor the a1gorithmic approach - because of potential efficiency 
in parallel systems，民cause a small amount of hardwaJ'它陀dundancy is adequate, and because 由e
program may not 陀甲lre m创ification by the user - we will now p陀民nt details of the approach. This 
will proc臼d in two pans. First is an exposition of the genera1 principles and premises of the approach. 
Then , in 民ction 4. we demonstrate the utility of 由e approach through extensive examples. 
No 由ωηof applied faultωlerance h岛民en p陀臼nted in the li tera阳陀 [13]. al由ough an irnpo口皿t
由ωretical basis was established by von Neurnann [127] 扭d is being extended by Gacs and Pippenger 
[43.44. 91]. We therefore group algorithms according 10 discemible features of the fault tolerance 
me由ods.ηùs taxonomy is a step 10ward a 由eory and methodology of applied fault-to1erance.τlle 
features include problem structu陀. malleability of the solution technique. and inherent redundancies of 
the domain. Explicit mention of these features should help us to understand existing fault tolerance 
schernes and to develop new ones. We consider he陀出e two domains of nurneric algebra and syrnbolic 
search. 
Figu陀 3-1 shows 由at algorithrns cluster into two main groups according to characteristics such 画
behavior and structure. 币对s clustering hel庐 ωseleαfault-tolerance methods for new algorithms. 
because the algorithrns within each cluster tendωshare similar fault-tolerant mechanisms. Within a 
well毛tructured mathematical domain 阳陀 may be information 由at allows a problem-solving ~民hnique
to check its results. For example. multiplication is defined on well-ordered sets. with clearly defined 
distance measures. By monitoring the change in distance during execution of 由e algori由rn. we can 
detect unexpected changes and attribute 阳mωfaults. An alternative. less-strucrured. exarnple is 由e
non.algebraic domain of symbolic search. Often 由ere is meager information about 由e 陀lationshi庐
between elements of the domain; worse yet. 由ere may not be a partial evaluatorωdescribe how close a 
partial solution isωa solution node. 节ùs makes it difficult to use algorithrn-based fault 10leranα. 
because we cannot tell if a node is on the pa由 to a correct solution. Indeed. 臼a比h is widely known 臼 a
"weak" method p陀ci臼ly beωuse there is little information about the search space. It has nevenheless 
been possible to exploit some formal definitions 明白m 臼arch problems to exploit 由e algori由m
approach. For example. estimates on the distribution of answers in the search spaαhave beεn used in 
fault tolerant sear由[饵. 103]. 
节le 臼cond cbancteristic is how well-~haved 由e algorithm is. i.e.. whether a small pertu巾ation in the 
∞mputation prod田:a li tt1e or 110 error in the output. Many nurneric algorithrns are well悦haved. Small 
variations in the data or intemal valu臼 do not result in a large error of the ou甲ut Although poorly 
behaved nurneric algorithrns are Imown，由ey are rarely of interest because well-behaved alternatives can 
be used. on the other hand. many 臼arch algorithms are 萨x>rly behaved. since a wrong decision can 
陀sult in completely.missing an answer nωe. Nevertheless. some well-behaved search algorithms have 
民en devised. including Rivest's "adversary answering" scherne (to be discussed below). This gives the 
∞mαanswer even under worst-case error assumptions. Fault tolerant algorithms have been develo庐d









The algorithms can also be taxonomized in a 臼cond way. according tD the perspectives of malleabiliry 
and redundancy shown by the hierarchical chan of figure 3-2. Malleab也可 d臼cribes 吐leωse with which 
由e information 缸回 hardwareωn be restructur回. and al回归抽出ty to con由1Ue functioning after a 
partial loss. ηùs con町自ts 明白 britt1e macl由邸. where the loss of a component criPI如s 由e entire 
machine. or brittle ∞mputations where one f;缸tor of a produαcan ∞mpletely change 由e result. Highly 
malleable hardware systems iI￥clude restructur曲le arrays and distr以lted systems wi由 flexible
inteπonnection netwo r1cs. Less malleable systems. such as 吐le Alliant FX/8. can be re∞nfigur回。ffline
to provide high availability with low hardware red山ldar自y: 位le Alliant' s 臼旺-scheduling system 50民ware
can auωmatically 甜jωtω 阳 number of procεssors. Bri国e 町stems r明uire that all ∞mponents are 
full Y functional. al世lOugh 食叫uentlyωme mall臼b出ty is 归。vid创 by 吐leab山ty to deconfigure defective 
memo可. Malle油ility h.as been disa路scd 山晦r many different tenns in 阳 literarure; including 
∞nforrnability. 创l侃ation and reallωation. 
3. 1. Redundanc:y 
Figure 3-2 sho明白. redm回ancy is a key aspect of faultωlerance. Four f1avors of redundancy are 
p陀sented: t.hese lI'e JJII'也1，归咱ritw. fid1. 却回 orgtlllizalioN1l. 节le first two introduαless 由却 1∞%
陀plication. whereal 也ICCOI'回 t明明山re many r回回回w ∞pies. An example of 归.rtial replication is 
checksums in rune巾 prot业四.R叩ücati∞ m 串ace ar回 time a.re exampl臼 of full redundancy. We 
note , criticaJly ， 阳I ltO pr缸眩aJ ilU~1U h.as yet bUfI lÚ.Signed ω ~a.sure how "redJm缸nt"a
program Ls. Compari5On to a 归。『四ca1 lower-OOw回 may help. but it d伺:s not show where 吐le
red山ldanci臼 are. It is 阳refore esser回al to 0恼erve the different kind.s of red山ldancy ar回 to develop 
metrics for measwing 世le让 effi配tiveness. when possible. 
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An irlvariazu is a constant pmRRy of a domain, algorithm.implementation, or model.It pmvides 
panial fault coverage. Many systems test 由白 invariants and execute corrective rou由es when an 
invariant has to be 陀stored.τ1ùs approach brings us closer to the goal of fault tolerance 血at operates at 
zero COst in 由e fault-住自 C出e.
币 use of invariants su鹏则由e following me由创ology for fault-tolerant 阿ramming. The key 
idea is to (1) identify invariant problem features , in p缸甘αllar 由e i时也陀nt redund皿cies.ηle臼 features
can then (2) 1咒 classified according to 由e faults 由at result in a violation of these invariants. The system 
is (3) ∞nstruα创 to check for violations of the invariants，四d (4) use corrective actions if a violation 
occurs. It may be necessary to (5) augment 由e system by development of new invariants and redundancy 
techniques.ηùs has 民en demonstrated with iterative algorithms [4, 14 , 97] , and makes u臼 of coding 
techniques. 白le techniqu臼 are not widely u民d because 由e ider回fication of redundancies is done by 由e
system designer. Programming tools have only recently started to re臼ive attention (for ex缸nple dataflow 
analysis and VLSI design t∞Is [8 , 62]). 
Invariants are 由e basis for the general faultωlerance 叩proach defined by Dijkstra. He introduced 
se扩~s阳bilizing programs which are guarant臼d to converge to a legitimate statεin a finite time. Work. in 
由is area defines a system in fonnal terms , for example through formal grammars of strings that match a 
characteristic reμ盯 expression Context-sensitive 陀write rules describe 由e possible state transitions. 
Such systems are self创abilizing if 飞tarting from any state，由e system will reach 阳 [dis由1剧shed)
home state." [25] 节le system must also satisfy a program specification，皿d guarant民 progress tow盯d 由e
I它su1t. One domain where the approach is use fu1 is in "mutual exclusion," which provides exclusive 
ac臼ss to a shared 陀source passing a token between different 陀questers. Transient failures may induce 
errors by injecting duplicate tokens into the system. A fault-tolerant distributed algori由m [25]. discus臼d
below , shows an example of self-stabilization for the mutual exclusion problem. 
节le self-stabilization and other prope时臼 should be proved by the rewrite r飞J..les of the system.τ'he 
considerable advantage of forma1∞π民tness is 0仔臼t by 由e major drawback, namely the difficulty in 
developing 阳 system description 缸回 F∞E 节le formal d臼cription can be veη 副fficult to write, and 
由e pr∞fs must be generated manually. Moreover, an algorithm cannot currently be derived 
automatically from state sp民ifications ， since this requires solution of the automatic programming 
problem. Nevertheless ，吐lC apt:贺。缸h is of considerable value when the algorithm is sufficiently simple. 
We now preseu a persp自tive on the many kinds of invariants that can be used in system construction. 
A domain invarltmt is a property of the problem , whereas an aJgoríthm jnvariant is a property of 由e
∞mputationa1 metbod. B。由 describe a high-Ievel characteristic that can be checked to provide assurance 
由at 由e computation is pr。但:eding ∞rrectly. Extending 由is id臼.矶 inψlementarion invariant is a 
property of the particular way 吐le a1gorithm is programmed. A model jnvariant is built into the 
progr在mming methodology , such 臼 functional or objeα四orien忧d programming. 
Instances of domain jnvariants are described by theorems. one such theorem , due to Parseval , states 
由at "由e sum of 由e squared input energi臼 is a constant times the summed 呵uared output energy" [4]. 
ηùs gives a 陀lationship between 让le input and 吐lC ou甲ut values , and can be tested during program 
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execution. Any violation of the invariant indicates an error. Fur世ler analysis may be ne臼ssary to decide 
if 由e error is a由ibutable to a hardware fault as oppo臼d to computational eπ0自由at might result from an 
ill-conditioned problem. Identification of a domain-invariant requ让es detailed knowledge of the problem 
domain. and 由is formal knowledge is not known for many problems. 
In contrast, the algorithm invariant depends on the formalization of the solution. not upon 出e problem 
itself. An example of an algorithm invariant is the balance condition of a tree. Specifically. 由e
difference in height between the two subtrees is well defined. as is the ordering between adjacent tr臼
nod臼These prope口ies can be checked periodically to ensure the system is behaving ∞m口ly.
Likewise. some matrix algorithms have a priori bounds on 由e values of 由e norms. lf 由e臼 bounds are 
violated it indicates that an error occuπed. 
1"ψlementalion invariants are propenies of how 吐lC algorithm is written. and are not due to 由e
problem itself. Checksums. in which a 臼quence of data values is summarized 国 a scalar. are b臼ically
signatures which validate the data. An error is indicated when the checksum does not match the data. 
Well-known techniques. described in [128]. include Parity. Hamming , and finite field codes. Some codes 
allow 陀∞veηof correct data from the errorful data. for example by au伊lenting a matrix wi由 additional
rows and columns. The addition of error coding augments the data to inc陀ase 陀d山1dancy. 由ereby
providing an invariant 
A model invarianr considers ei由er 由e primitive operations or 由e programming model. one srudy 
with faulty primitives assurnes a model of ∞mputation wi由 a ∞mparison operator that may lie with 
probability p [98]. A correct algorithm is designed de叩ite 由e erro而11 operations.η咀s is based on a 
study of invariant conditions. such as the number of data items examined during execution of a loop. 
The invariant can 民 a characteristic of a programming model. This can determine the appropriate 
陀∞veηtechniques. In functional systems side e仔ects do not occur and checkpoints do not have to 
maintain the ful1 environment of each function. 节ÙS is one reason for the interest in functionall臼guages
[84]. as well 出 graph reduction languag臼 [32] where the behavior of a function is determined entirely by 
由e parameters to 由e functi臼1. Such function-based metho<1s allow reassignrnent of proαssing 陀50旧'Ces.
because information is not preserved between inv侃ations. A languag臼 can also incorporate 路民币。时，
which are first刷order predicates 由atar穹甜dedωthe sourcεcode defmiùon of a program. Such 
augmentaùons are similar ω Floyd-Hoare pr∞f rules that augment programs wi由∞何配tt1ess pr∞fs. 
节le臼 are sub臼刑ently verified during program eJtecuÙon. S院cial languages have been developed to 
express the白跑回国ons. ∞mplete wi由 systematic techniqu臼 to verify 吐le programs 
[19.33. 34. 74. 75, 76]. In object-oriented programming (for example fault-tolerant C+付出ere∞ve可
民haviors are defiDed on the basic data objects élI咀 are inherited by all members of the class. 
ln a1l cases it is imponant to oote 由at testing an invariant d侃s not guar四t臼 total correcmess of the 
execuùon. Saùsfacti∞ of one invariant d优s oot guarantee that all other invariants are also satisfied. 
Furthermo陀. it may be t∞ expensive to fully utilize an invarlant. in which case partial fault checlcing 
may be the only 陀也onable altemative. For example. ∞nsider the problem of garbage collecting unused 
memoηand maintaining a list of unused storage. 节1c invarim臼 include the fact that no "in-u四.. element 
should give 由e address of an unused block. lt is infeasible to tεst eveηpointer access against a list of 
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eve可 free loca岳on， yet a suitable design choice will allow partial fault coverage. In par世αllar. a 2 heap 
garbage collecUJr has the characteristic 由at all free storage migrates to a single area in memo可. for 
subsequent all创冠tion according to a stack discipline. Partial testing of the invariant c皿 be implemented 
by checking the bounds on each access to be certain it does not reference the wrong area. 
Invariants have been referred to 部 constraint predicates , or algorithm-oriented t臼邸，由at give 
accεptable limits for 世le errors in a proαssor. Th臼e tests 町e constructed from the natural constr划nts ∞
the app1ication. ηle metrics should evaluate 让黯 percentage of faults covered by 出e constraint. Such 
predicates can be easily built to never erroneously identify a correct r穹sult 臼 faulty. However , it is more 
diffiαlltωevaluate 阳 ability of a predicate to p陀vent wrong results from being p陀sented as valid. For 
example，由e following predicate on 由e ∞mpu削on of 由e su价ce area of an 0时ect w山 only prevent 
grossly wrong errors. More detailed information is necessary to improve fault coverage. 
Predicate Ar(area: real): Boolean; 
if (area < 0) error(); else return correct; 
白le g缸bage-collection ex缸nple given above is a second instance of a correctness predicate. 
A major difficulty wi由由e approach has been the lack of guidance in 回lection of constraim p陀dicates.
par甘αùarly the lack of metrics to measure their effectiveness. One solution is to initially formu1ate 吐le
specification b也创 upon metrics. which are then 叩p1ied to a distributed problem solver. η咀s yields a 
∞nstr挝nt predicate 由at em协di臼阳 desirable fault detection (and correction) function of the resulting 
algori由m. A key issue is what metrics can be u民d to guide 由e development of constraint predicates for 
general problem cl部民s. 11le metrics ar它 important because 由ey guide the selection of features extracted 
from the app1ication. 血d 由is leads to executable assertions which ∞mpose 由e constraint p陀dicate.
A basis for ∞阻四nt generation is 由at each intermediate result should sati均由e 由ree criteria of 
progress. feωibility ， and consistency. 节眩目rst criteria corresponds to progress towar世 a goal or a final 
solution. For example. an iterative algorithm may demonstrate progr时S 由rough the property of a 
convergence envelope. such 臼:
E* = 1 U* - UI Where U is correct. and k is 阳 step.
IIE*+lll<IIE句 1 For suitable oorm or measure. 
Ei由er local or global infonnation can be the basis of the convergence tests. Global tests are more 
common. but 民ar the addi ti饵1al∞st of at le臼t log (11) for communication alone. Local tests can 
山erefore be com归回 more quickly 比au提出ey do oot require communication. However. 由e local test 
may have less infonnation at i岱 disposal.
In addition to α)OVergence. the p陀dicate should be feasible. For exarnple. boundary conditions are 
naturaI problem ∞nstraints ft明uently found in 肉ysi臼 or engir附ring problems. Branch md bound 
algorithrns dynarnical1y narrow 吐1<: bounds on feasible solutions. during a search process. They thereby 
have the feasible cα1Straint of excluding certain valu臼臼 erroneous.τñe third criteria. consistency 
∞nditions ， ìs a deve10pment method for con.straints. For ex缸nple. 1侃al1y computed values in the 
∞时ugate gr剖iem algori由rn must be consistent with 阳 vah后sreαived from 0由er processors [6]. 
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3.1.2. Complete Redundancy 
Faultsωn be masked out by use of duplicate components. since it is unlikely 由at a majori叩 of the 
uni ts will fail由国盹叫·τThe冗川hard削ware盯陀.prog阳m阳ram an叫1
陀sults岱S.ηle majori可缸lSwer is selected in an N-Modular-Redundant (阳刚 approach. Time c扭 be
traded for hardware 血rough repetition of the computation at di的rent times. in so-called 由旧 r陀ed，ω1咄匈ncy.
In bo蛐由 ca峭s邱蹄e臼sav创ng circu刚it阳恻臼蚓le附Cαωt岱s 由阳eansw
ha缸rdwa缸I它 cost， but is inexpensive in so位ware ∞st.节le reliability improvement is exponential under the 
出sumption of independent executions. 
Vo由19 can be done continuously or periodical抄. In the first case. a comparison is made for eveη 
computation (or group of logic gates). 节ùs is extremely popular for logic-Ievel or processor-level 
∞mparisons. However. continuous ∞mparison is sensitive to design fau1ts. partiαllarly if the same 
design 日aw is present in each replicant. A 臼cond problem with voting is the need to keep 由e
∞mponen岱 close to each other (ωminimize propagation delay): 由is physical adjacency makes them 
potentially subjeαto the same physical sources of error. 节革时， it is suboptimal in the sense that it w臼阳
∞mponents and may 民 subject to errors nevertheless. 
Periodic compa.risons , in contrast, can be performed by an operating system. 节le system state is 
transmiUed by each replicant to a voting unit. A higt让y ∞mpressed summary of 由e information 伽own
asa 飞ignarure") may be transmitted to avoid the expense of communicating the entire memo可·τbis
periodic 叩proach suffers becau自由e systems must be in a consistent state. Sync恼。nization and 
quiesen臼 of the subsystems should ∞cur befi。而∞mpariωn.τ'his may detract from availability and 
performability. Complete redundancy techniques will not be discussed further in 由is paper becau白白ey
are not algorithm specific. 
3.2. Malleability 
A system needs to reconfigure in order 10 sustain performan臼 despite loss of components. Two issu臼
arise he陀• Hardware mall臼b副ty requ情s spec凶ized design techniqu白， such 血而dundant busses and 
defect isolation. Sφware malleability is 阳 capacityωm创均由e software (progr在m. data and control 
stru口ure) to ∞n山ue executi∞ on 阳 m创ified hardware. Malleable systems are easily re∞nfigured. 
节le primary software re∞nfigur四on teclmiqu臼 symbolically fonnulate 由e computer system 臼 a
connected graph which descrit思S 阳 processes. proc臼ωrs.ar咀 interconnections. Manipulation of the 
gra肉 into a new form. one 也at can tolerate loss of some vertiαs and edges , gives a mapping of the 
software onto a 阳h-tolerant h削ware system [50. 70. 93]. Correcmess is demonstrated by showing 由e
new mapping pre自V臼 esser回al prope而臼 of the initial one. 
The initia1阴险based approaches had to m ake 陀蚓ctive assumptions to ensure aωlution ∞凶dbe
obtained. For example. a process w笛陀assigned onlyωaproc臼sor of the same type and capacity 臼让m
origina1 assignment More receru work. has relaxed 阳se assumptiOIlS由rough heuristic approaches (see 
page 23). Heuristic meth创s have had gαx1 su∞ess at re苗。nable ∞st [56. 86]: 由is is fortunate because 
由e general graph-based methods are eq1.山础entω 阳 NP创mplete subgraph isomorphism problem. To 
avoid 由is difficul印. new configurations can be pre∞m阳ted by well-lmown heuristic me由ods[23.31].
including dynamic progr在mrning [ωl 
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Matrix-b臼ed models can also describe 阳 sys忧m.ηlese modelsωe matri臼s to 陀P陀sent 由e
resource capacity and ∞mputational 陀qui陀ments. They use linear algebra to manipulate the 
representations throψ correcmes叩reserving equations, which restru肌cture 由阳e sys归臼忧阳m 阳阳ntoωo a 臼ωMω山t­
resili阳 form (饨蹄 p咿 2川1η) η币The 口m阳1
gra阱阳毯 扭dad均IJacenc比y mat创盹r剖巾t记ces ， and 由us 由e choi臼 of representation is based largely on convenience. 
节le matrix methods are appropriate in array-oriented domains , whereas the graph methods can be used in 
higl世y flexible domains such as networlcs. 
4. Algorithm-Based Approach: Examples 
Having reviewed the main principles of fau1t tolerance, we now tum our attention to ex缸nples of 
algorithm-based fau1t tolerance. Few reports of 由is 叩proach are presently available in the literature. 
This is an ar甘fact of the newness of the approach. It is a reasonable expectation 由at more work w山 be
reported as MPPs ∞n由ue to be popu1arized. 
4.1. Numerical AJgorithms 
ηu臼 p由nary methods have been develo归d for fau1t toleranαof numeric algorithms. Low-cost 
verification of resu1ts is built from theorems about 由e expected ranges of 陀su1ts. The most useful 
theorems state an invariant condition 出at cross-checks intennediate resu1ts. Such verification conditi但15
are not always known, and therefore we may develop new methωs by fusing 矶 algori由mwi由 an
error-correc山g code. 节1Ìs creates a hybrid algorithm wi由 improved reliability, but greater ∞st 
Moreover, the data and fundamental operations are not always amenable to such coding 比chniques.
Therefore , it may be nec臼saryωemploy a more powe而且 technique. One such 叩proach builds a 
directed gra阶 ωdescri民 the computation, fau1岱， and corrective actions. 白咀s gra萨1 is manipu1ated to 
add fau1t-tolerancεto a system , or to measu陀 the fau1t tolerance al陀ady in the system. Unfortunately, 
mar甘p凶ation of such a graph into an optimally fault tolerant one is generally intractable (NP-complete). 
We therefore construct fau1t-tolerant systems that have sligl1tly mo陀陀d山回ant ∞mponents 由an is 
由臼陀tically 陀qu民d.
4.1.1. Algebraic lnvariants - Matrix Methods 
A rich collection of algebraic invariants char缸teriz臼 many numeric algorithms. 币le invariants 
provide 陀lationshi庐 betw回n the program states at different ste庐 of execution. These fonn 由e building 
blocks for low -cost tests thal deteα， locate and ∞π它αfa时岱. System-dependent invariants give 由e
essential execution pro归国臼鼠.lCh as timing , topology 缸咀陀回uπεallocation. 节1臼e invariants should 
bepreserved 由rouab re∞nfiguration to sustain system perfonnanα. 节le inv缸iant may be intrinsic to 由e
computational melbod, or it may be added , as in checksums whe陀陀dundancy w臼剖ded. Invarian岱
have been deve同时 for fau11 detection and 陀∞veηof QR f;缸ωrization，出e ∞时ugate gr甜ient me由od.
0时logonal transforms , and 归rtial diffe陀ntial equations (PDE's). 
One panicu1arly strong invariant is onhogonaJiry. Onhogonal mat.rices occur in many areas , including 
由e solution of simu1tan∞us linear equations. A matrix Q is said to be orthogonal [94] if QT Q=/: 由is is a 
domain invariant For 皿Y onhogonal matrix Q and 臼yv町tor .%. 11 Q.x1 12=1 1.x1 h. 节lese two equalities can 
be tested concurrently wi由 program execution. and non-o时lOgOnal behavior indicates a system error. An 
experimental evaluation of the approach for LU de∞mposition [4] us臼 onhogonality for de也ction under 
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various fa山 mωels. It found fault coverage as high 臼 90% - 1∞% when accurate arithmetic (32 bits) 
W臼 used. 由ough it w苗苗 low as 70% with smaller word sizes.ηùs approach has been used to develop 
fault tolerant FFT and singular value decomposition on the ha.rdware of VLSI arrays [16] 扭d 由e Intel 
hypercube [17]. 
A second example is solution of a linear system of equations by QR factorization. which ∞mputes a 
sequence of matrices {A.t}. τ1le algorithm has nice error properties: 由e eigenvalues and 与 nonn are 
constant 节lese pro严rti臼 can be checked concurrently wi由 algorithm execution. as is done in the 
Gentleman and Kung QR implementation consisting of triangular systolic arrays wi由 two additional rows 
of processors [4]. Computation and ∞mparison of norms is achieved without affecting the systolic flow. 
The hardwar它 checkers ∞st about 13% extra for a 16x 16 创ny. Other examples include exploitation of 
由e iterative nature of the algorithm to do fault tolerance of LaPlace 缸1d Jacobi methods [52]. This 
depends on boundary valu臼. monoticity and 1∞al equilibrium ∞nstr祖nts.ηle most recent rigorous 
analysis of algorithm-based fault tolerance is based on flo四ng point error analysis of triangularization 
procedu邸. using a checksum scheme [69]. 
Unfortunately. it can be qui能 difficult to 阳ld or use an invariant. In particular. the obvious propeπy 
may be t∞ expensive to use. In由is situation. 由e derivation of a new property is a g∞d ∞mpromise. 
For example. 由e conjugate gr甜ient algori由m has error correcting properti臼.由ough 由ey are expensive 
to use. A low-cost variant checks algorithm-s~cific properti臼 at the end of each iteration. This 
performs error-detection at a moderate time penal叩 of 20% by testing the orthogonality of 由e prior 
iteration [6]. Specifically. the conjugate gradient theor陀e町rrπm gives a che倪ck挝ing c∞on叫ldi凶tio∞n 由a刽t requ川i陀s 由ne
O叭(μ哼呻?) ηThis is 陀时duωω(吟4ψ) by 0哟 ct由伽h阳1陇eck问阳 o巾g伊onaωa
vector. since 由is can be ∞mputed without a distributed matrix-vector prodUCl Thus. algorithm 
information is of help in control of faults. 
4.1.2. Algorithm Invariants - Bypass Recovery and Extra Memory 
Information about the algorit.hrn can diminish the r明uirements for saving state information, as well 画
出e amount of lost worlc 由at we must 陀~ompute. 11le novel technique cal.led bypass recoveη[88] is one 
example 由at does not 陀peat 由e computations 由atar它 lost 由rough faults. Inste甜.由e approachωes 
algori t.hrn propertiesωcon由ue running an iterative process wilhout restoring the lost information.τl1e 
byp画S 陀coveηmet.t时 has been demonstrated for 阳 multi-grid mett时 of solving partial differential 
equations (PDE). S皿h 饲uations are solved on a near-neighbor architecture by a discrerization and 臼
iterarion proceslel. Discretization pla臼s a piece of the 饲uation onto each pr。但ssor. Iterations consist 
of local problem-刷.ving followed by communication of the resu1ts to neighbors. The loss in accuracy 
from missing a few mesh poin臼 is claimed to be small. sinαonly Orle small p。而on is in error. 
Reconfiguration adapts 仕le algorithm subsequent to 吐le fau1t. by a rediscrerizarion proαss. 节ùs chang白
白em创el aro山1<1由e fau1ty proc缸sor. A1though 阳 order of error in the neighborl1∞d of the fa山
inc陀部臼，由e overa且陀su1ts do not change significantly. 节忧。陀tical and practi cal 陀su1ts 由ow"由e
effect of a faulty pr时臼sing u1山 is almost negligible." However. their analysis is not rigorous. and no 
simulation 陀sults are shown. A similar self-correcting principle has bc:泛n described for resisrive neural 
networks [57]. In essence , the extra work done in each pr民εssor ensures 由at ad町uate state 陀mains 10 
continue operation subsequent to loss of some pr∞essing elements. In the case of neural netwo r1c.s. the 
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threshold behavior of neurons masks out the faults. 
4.1.3. Reconfiguration o( Parallel Systems 
Subsequent to removaI of a faulty component, it is ne臼ssary to re∞nfigu陀由e system.τ1ùs 
陀∞nfiguration depends on the class of machine , such 部由e Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) 
machine. These are ∞mI=盯臼d from many - pe由叩s tens of thousands - fully functional autonomous 
proαssors. Some MIMD machines can be easily reconfigured because the multiple pro臼Sωrs can exeωte 
independent programs. Each processor exeαltes a different instruction stre缸n ， stores data in its local 
memoηor a shared memo可， and ∞mmw世cates wi由 other proc臼sors.τne communication patterns are 
defmed by an interconnection topology. The 1ωal-memory model h臼 greater promise for reliabili町，
∞mpared 10 the shared memory machine，民cause an errant proce臼or cannot 臼sily destroy main 
memory. 
An algorithm-based approach to fault tolerance is appropriate for these machines running specialized 
aIgori由rns ， since it is irnponant to preserve the mapping betw臼n 由e algorithm and 位le 缸"Chi比cru陀.A
fault in a MIMD machine manifests itself as a node or link failure which the system must remove. 
Sub臼quent adjustments to the aIgorithrn and the data allocations may be 陀quired to efficiently obtain 
∞m口陀sults: 由e procεssors can be individually changed because each one can ex民ute its own 
lnstrucnon str四m. A centralized adjustment uses complete infonnation about fault locations. On the 
other hand , distributed reconfigurationωes local and par世al infonnation. Such strategies do oot have a 
single point of failure , and 由us ar它 not vulnerable 10 the failure of a central host. Moreover，吐le system 
can be easily expanded 民cause it does not have to stay within the host's capacity. Distributed 
reallocation algorithms have been discussed by Uyar, Bane咱臼 and others. 
Data reallocation is 由e major issue in 阳MD fault tolerance，创咀创1侃ation decisions should be b臼ed
on 由e topology. For example，由e 民st known reconfiguration methods for generalized interconnection 
netw。此s are "unifonn data distribution" (UDD) and "reduced data column" (RDC) me由创S.τne cost of 
these methods has 民en extensively anaIyzed by Uyar [12 1, 122, 123] through a model wi由
parameterized comm unication ∞sts. The processors must also save state by periodic checkpointing of 
intennediate results 10 adjacent processors. 
The parameters of Uyar's mode1 includes the nwnber of faults , the ∞mputationaI capacity, b严e v.s. 
block-orien比d ∞mm山Uωtion and 1ρload. 节le wo r1c. defmes severaI metrics , including pe矿ormance
L~-T 
degradatioTl, PD=:.!!曲 ..... 飞 1∞ (where T nonr因 is the tirne in a fau1t-free machine , and likewise 
T 
--Tfa u1ty is 由e 恤恤 a faulty m础ine) 刷刷yses PD under various m耐Is. This me削-ement is 
meaningfu1 becauae it shows how much 阳 system 's performanαdegrad臼 for a given task. 
Pe rformance degradation is minimized by the UDD me让时.
Re∞nfiguration is more ∞mplicated for the class of Single Insttuction Multiple Data (SIMD) machines. 
Many simple proc民ωrs are interconn配ted ， with every prc比臼50r ex町U由19 由e identical instruction on 
locaI data. Tight data synch.r。时zation allows very high 归rfonnance ， provided 由e propagation delays 
between proc自由rs match 位也 pr。但ssing delays wi由in the processors. However, it is ne臼ssary to adhe陀
to stringent timing constraints in order 10 achieve maximurn processor utilization: otherwise cycles ar它
lost to communication delays.τñerefore the algorithm and data must bo由 bere∞nfigured.τñe
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陀configuration is done by algorithm transfonnation 忧ctmiques 由at preserve crucial invariants - such as 
timings and al萨braic prope时臼·币le primary goal is to design algori血ms and architectures 由at mu5t 
COf咖m to each other, even when 由e architecture changes dynarnically. 
Two e的ctive harc1ware reconfiguration strategies for processor arrays are 郎 "reduced row" (RR) and 
"reduced column row" (RCR) me由ods. These can be implemented at reasonable ∞st， and maintain the 
basic topology 由ough not the system size. The RR tectmique always removes 由e entire row 由at contains 
any defective pro臼ssors. It req凶res hardware suppon in the form of one switch per processor to allow 
row deconfiguration. However，由is cannot preserve 由ear四Y shape , and each reconfiguration removes N 
proαS回r(in 臼 N2 size 缸rny). The second method. RCR. alternates 民tw臼n removal of rows and 
columns. It retains the array shape , and removes fewer processors 由扭 曲e RR me由od. These 
lmprovemen臼 result in bener perfonnability. 由ereby offsening the more complex switches needed to 
deconfigure columns as well as rows. 
Software techr咀ques have been developedωcreate new algorithms 由at ∞mpute the sarne result as 由e
initial algorithm, yet confonn to the architectural capabilities of the 陀configurable architect山已 1、is is 
done by application of a suitable 臼quenαof correcOless-preserving tr泪lSfonnations [40, 41. 79]. ln 
partiαIlar， an algorithm can be manipulated into a form that will operate subs叫uent to RR or RCR 
hardwar穹 reconfiguration. Fault tolerance is thereby achieved by simple 陀configurable hardware in 
∞时unction wi出 correcmess-pre臼rving algorithm transfonnations. We describe here a partiαIlarly 
elegmt transfonnation me由od 由ath出 been developed for SIMO arrays.ηÙS approach may eventual1y 
prove usable for non-sy沉olic systems as we l1. 
The 叩pro缸h uses linear algebra to d臼cribe the algori由ms ， har司ware. program transfonnations 缸ld
reconfiguration proper世臼. ηle descriptions give 由e panerns of data generation and use. An index sel 
describes 由e sha严 md activity of阳 procεssor array and algorithm. 节le index set of an array gives 由e
shape of the interconnection primitives. An augmented index set d臼cribes m algor讪m，∞mplete with 
the time md location of each computation [41]. 
节tis heavy machinery is powe而且 enoughωdescribe general algori出ms ， proα岛。r 町ays md 
陀∞nfiguration techrtiqu臼. By use of a six-step transformation proc臼s，由e algor恼mism削pulated to 
日t 由earchi比crure and su阿>on the r以刀nfiguration. τ1le StePS创它:
1. Select pc施sible transfonnations which are heuristica1ly 也臼ptable.
2. Generate tB pc黯ible mattiαs 由at do r刚 violate 阳 dependency requi陀ments.
3. Find a1l皿皿由19U1ar transfonnations S which solve the matrix equation SD=PK. K 
indicates 回ruzaωn of primitive intercoru阳tions in p , D is t.he algorithm dependencies，四d
P is the inteπ。回览d∞ primitiv臼.
4. Select the tr田lSfonn甜on 由atnee也阳 least number of bands. 
5. Map the indi臼S to proαssors. 
6. Schedule the ban出， ~赔由句古 in lexigTa肘tic order. 
Fonn a1ly，阳 processor aTray is defined 臼 a 阳ple (",.-1.1') where ",.-1 c Z rt- 1 is the index set of the 
array md P E Z(rt-1)r is a matrix of interconnecùon primitives (Z is the set of a1l integers , md [ is 吐le set 
of nonnegative integers) [79]. General systolic StI'Uctures can be modeled with 血is approach , for 
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example, 由e 8-neighbor bidirectional connections and triangular arrays. Likewise, 扭 ar厅r句句I algorithm 
(A) is defined over an algebraic s白trucαtur陀eSi沁s a 5 tupl沁eA=刮(υ.rπE
时pμle臼s of (index s跑eιvariable， tenn) where 阳 tenns are operations of the Structure S.ηle set of input 
variables is X. 'The回t D describes dependencies, which may be ùψut depender邸， OUtpUl dependen臼
and internai dependence. Convenient matrix fonns of D have been developed. An exωtion is a partial 
o rdering , a valid execωfon only depends on previously computed 陀sul15 缸1d an execution rule insis15 由at
all computations in C tenninate. 
白白 language is sufficiently powerfulωdescribe reconfigurability. An algorithm has the RR prope町
if the first spa臼 dimension of the de严ndency vector (D) is nonnegative. 节le dependency vector for 矶
algorithm wi由 RCR property is oonnegative in bo由 space dimensions. 节1US ， it is e臼y to check if cenain 
hardware implementations of the re∞nfiguration methods can be u臼d. 节le 叩proach to algorithm based 
fault tolerance modifies 仕le algorithm 50 it w山 confoπn 10 a robust hardware 缸chitecture.
Massively Defective Arrays 
A novel appro缸h to reconfiguration works on a "massively defective proc臼sor 缸Tay" 由at ∞nsis15 of 
simple cells which can (dis)connect from 由eir neighbors. Fault tolerance of the hardware array combines 
distributed self心。nfiguration algorithms wi由 algorithm transformations. The pur归回 of self-
configuration is 10 ∞nstruct a s严cial泣ed hardware structure 仕om 由e defect-free ∞mputer 臼11s. 臼le
implementation of the defective proc自由r array , by Lee [62] , makes use of 陀gular replica忧d structures 
and switchable interconnects. Usable clusters are identified , 0咆缸tized in10 a spanning tr白， and 
connected into 由e d臼ired configuration. 节1e cells can be configured into an irregular graph. 部
necessary for a general ∞mputation. 
Lee 's woric makes realistic assumptions about fa时t panerns. The size , shape 皿d occurrences of faul15 
determine 由e patterns of pr民白白r clusters. These panerns are described by percolation theoη[61) This 
allowed for accurate simulation of the configuration and execution of 臼veral filtering algorithms , such as 
FIR 日lters.
Algorithms 10 run on 世le machine are d臼cribed 笛 signal f1ow-gra阱毡， which have veηtigt在
synchronization requir它men15. 1lùs is problema缸， because the 陀∞nfigured hardware may 民 unable 10 
satisfy the timing r明白白nents. Lee 's appro缸h transfonns 由e signal f1ow-graph into a data flow-graph , 
since the latter substitutes 也tad句)endenci臼 for time deper咀encies. 节1Ìs is done with domain-specific 
methods , such 坦Z-transforms. The 00 rela岳onshi庐 betw臼n variables form a digraph, and marlipulation 
of this graph is ec回valent to manipu1甜∞ of equ四ons. 节le time 臼nsitivity of systolic algorithrns is 
由ereby avoided by producing a r~tricted dataflow algori由m through systematic transformations of 由e
systolic algorit国Tbe pr由lems of implemenÙflg a fu且也ale dataflow architecture are al50 avoided , 
becau白白e resu1t of these transform四on 忧chniqu臼陀main within the current hardware technologi臼.
4.1.4. General Numeric Fault Toleran四
lnvari四15 3M checksums are oot a pan缸ea. A more powe而且缸~ mechanism must be employed for 
algorithrns 由at do oot fit 臼sily into the above framewo rK. one such appro缸h considers 由.e algori让m
charac也ristiα ， yet is q山te general. This is based on graph-language descriptions of the architecture ar回
由e program [12 , 13 , 50, 70, 7 1, 93]. Allωation ar叫∞nfiguration can be described wi由 respect 10 由e
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gra阱1S.
Operations upon gr叩旭一 isomorphism. path-fmding. and flow 创1aI.ysis - have direct utility in 
augmenting a cαnputation with error detection/correction. 出 well as mapping to p红allel hardw红e 皿d
剑locating runtime resources. For example , if the algorithm graph is isomorphic to a subgraph of the 
architecture. then the har世ware can execute the aJgorithm [50]. A fault can be modeled as the loss of 
nodes. The sys能m is capable of running the progr苞m after loss of k nod白. provided 由at an isomorphic 
subgraph always remains after the removal of any k nodes. A difficulty of the graph-theoretic approach is 
由at many of the problems 缸它 NP-∞mplete ， and 由erefore approximations must be developed. Tractable 
solutions have 民en developed for some important special c皑白. notably tree and laltice struαures. 
τne most general work builds a graph model of system ∞mponents， including the computation. 由e
errors , and the error-checks. A check is any combination of hardware and software applied to test 由e
resu1ts. Bounds on the data 创ld check nodes are develo严d subject 阳 "regular" constraints on the 
cardinali可 of the elements. and error patterns are derived subject to ∞mmunication ∞nstraints. 
Recent work in gra肉 models [12] creates a general 时partite graph from three detailed source of 
information: error paneπ1S， fault subsets and checks. The initial 时partite graph is simplified into a 
smaller, computationally tra口able. bipar甘te graph with n inputs and p outputs. The graph is mar世pulated
under the assumption 由at chang臼陀E町t modifications to the entire 可stem ， and a checking graph is 
thereby constructed for the simplified problem. Once m创ified，由eb怡创tite graph is expanded back to a 
gra肉 of the original problem , under the 臼S山nption 由at the bipar世te simplification pπserve ∞πecmess 
and is near-optimal. The result is 行吨uently is not optimaJ because of the bipartite ass山nption. The only 
exact bounds have been developed for the non-trivial special case of 2-error detection. 
Approxima臼 bounds for声ull detection can 民 obtained by 0/1 linear integer progr在mming. 节le model 
h出(;) sub臼臼 corresponding to selection of g checks from n inputs. In由e 0/1 formulation a va1ue of 与
is 臼t ac∞rding ω output and neighbor constraints. The ai,j of t阳he ∞nstrain肌t ma阳削町M盹i议x 盯 1川i江f 扭削d oruy i江f 
由阳e cωa创圳rd咀曲仙i让na旧甜l且it印y of 由邮ein阳记mω∞ b悦e阳臼een 阳 i川t仇It ÎI汩lput阳阳t 臼蚓t 圳由 l阳hej户It ou叩m刷刷i丘t 臼蚓t d阳 ∞则t e侃x囚c臼创d 由阳e 
n川m民阳r of all山o仰w咐油航l怆e ne剧iβ仙怕阳囚 The P川m时bl阳em ， mini四zation of LjXj 州eα ω 由e constraint 
L;aLi.Xi~ 1. can be solved by linear programming 10 obtain the number of 侃出. Bounds for fault 
'J --J 
location are larger. ar回 are oot ∞nsidered here. 
节le over~ad of the resul由19 a1l∞ation is bounded by a crude fan-in argument. If p checks are 
evaluated. only I k唱-time fan-in tree is 陀q山陀d 臼 a lower-bound. An upper bound is more difficult 10 
evaluate 民cau.se 1be cbecks ∞uld be arbi traril Y ∞mplex. tOOugh a restri口创 checking m创el gives the 
following bo回回， wherefis 吐le fan-in. g data elements，缸咀 P checks are evalua比d:
time~rlog ，(p)l 
lprocJ~e之~pf-l 
Other researchers have 创50 ∞nsi也陀d a1gorithm behavior in the re∞veη a1gori由ms. Sincε 由臼e
a1gorithms depend only on 1∞alinfonn甜on， they a.re oot 臼nsitive 10 central site failures [63 , 78. 129]. 
For example. distributed 陀∞veηmeth创s make 1臼a1 recoveηdecisions based on a graph 由at
陀presents 让宵 "minimal system ∞nfiguration. " 节le graph is task-dependent.缸回 faults are modeled 笛
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removal of a nωe from the graph.白le 陀covery proαss selects a spare IX划e adjacent to 由e faul可 node.
and 由is processor w诅 perfonn the WOrK of the failed proαssors. If no spares are available. then the 
wOrX will mìgra1e to another processor. This processor propagates the error to 缸tivate a spare n创e.
However. the algori由m depends on a distinguished "leader" pro臼ssor. 1ñe re∞ve可 has to elect a new 
leader. if a fault disabl臼 the distinguished processor. The main problems with 由e appro缸hare 由at (a) 
errors can occur wher它由ere are no spares. (b) the local reconfiguration is valid but nevertheless results ìn 
an invalid global configuration. or (c) 由ere ìs ìnterference betw臼n multiple sìmultaneous 
reconfiguration. Researchers avoid these problems by making the restrictive assumptions 由at only one 
error occurs at a time，阻d 由at a 山闯出 node is responsible for it. They also assume that no faults occur 
during 陀cove可， and 由at recoveηof multiple faults can 民 treated 臼 a sequen臼 of single faults [129]. 
The severity of these problems can be decreased by considering more detailed information about 由e
problem. 
Extensions of the method consider specialized 白uctures 由at have a loop or a tree configuration.τlùs 
makes explicit use of the algori由m characteristicsωboundpo臼ìble re∞ve可 actions ， with 吐1e desirable 
∞nsequence of relaxing 由e res时ctions on 陀configuration. The extension for systems where the 
interconnection topology is a 1∞p extends the initial structure. The basic topology is augmented by 
additional nodes within a diameter ~Z to construct a pow町 graph ct..:~ that is k芋Twi由 respect to 也
initial graph Cn. For tree systems , one can develop nec臼sary and sufficient conditions for fault tolerance 
to be p-step k-FT with respect to R. A k-厅 tree is constructed from 由e basic Tb graph by assi伊ing spare 
nodes to k spare levels and inteπonn白白g 阳回 spares to 让1e r∞t Thus. the specialized characteristics 
are key to improved fault tolerance. 
4.1.5. Adding Redundancy - Ch民ksums
Often 由e invariants are not strong enough to build a fault tolerant ∞mputation. In由is case 由e
algebraic invariants can be added to a system 由rough data redundancy, particularly for numeric 
algorithms. For example , check.sums operate with less 由anl∞% additional har世ware ， yet provide close 
to 1∞% faωt coverage. 节lese data level redundancies , such as include parity or checks山ns，但它
maintained by memo可 a∞esses and ari由metic operations. Data aggr它gates (such as arrays) c四剑sobe
made redundant by use of row or column checksums. 节le difficulty is 10 缸ld an en∞ding method 由at
can be ∞mputed quickly yet 陀mains invariant over the operators of the domain. The problem has been 
successfully tackled for many m缸恤邸， incluωng proc臼sor arrays [83]. hyç炮rcu民s [17] and volatile 
meπlones. 
节口自ldOOS of d配ksums have been developed for numerical problems such 臼 matrix-matrix.
convolution, fi1terIlDd linear system solvers [1 , 83]. 节le dis由削on betw臼n 由e many different kinds of 
checksums is illustrated by the example of LU d饵omposition. 节uee ways 10 solve the problem are: 
• Row and column cMclcsums, which can detect but oot ∞rrect errors in matrix vector 
multiplication or LU-<1饵omposition errors. 
• Weighted checksums. which provide a low毛ost 四lutionωthe above limitations. but suffer 
from 由e introduction of roundo仔 errors.
• Weighted average check.sums (WAC) which are pre臼rved by 阳 oç町甜ons of matrix 
addition , multiplication. LU -<1ecomposition. trar臼position ar回民a1ar product 
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白1e re1iability of these methods has 民en extensively analyzed under the assumpùon of a constarU 
number ofpr。但ssors [14J. Comparisons were made for bo由由eoretical and empirical 陀sults. The most 
reliable metl时 W困山ewei刷刷 average checksum (WAC). In ∞ntrast. 由e triplica时 approach was less 
re/iable 由m 吐le non-redundant algor灿m. since it must use thr臼 smaller problem paniùons. and hence 
has a longer runtime. A refined measure shows the W AC algori血m is roughly twice as reliable 臼 TMR.
This result is valid for special-purpose 山比由at run in real time without interference. using fixed-size 
hardware arrays. However. the TMR me由创 is slightly bener according 10 阳 metric of mean time to first 
f创lure (MTIF). 
Checksums have been des阳1ed for high-level computations 臼 well. Convolution algorithms. for 
example. are made fault tolerant with systematic encodings [97] 由缸 "leave data symbols in an unaltered 
form after manipulation by polynomial mulùplication."ηle advantage of the approach is simplicity of 
the resulting hardware system. al由ough the encoding is hi酬y domain-dependent (s出 [97] for the 
mathemaùcal detail). 节ùs allows the fundamental convolution algorithm ωexecute unmodified. yet 
protects against errors. A ∞ding circuit ∞mputes parity symbols ∞ncurrently with the data 
manip凶ations. A self -check.ing ∞mparator then checks tl记陀sult of the com阳tational and pari可 steps.
4.2. Search Algorithms 
We now turn our anention t。因arch algorithms. The search problem is to select a spec由ed element 
from a set. where the choice is b凶ed ei由er on an exact or an heuristic match. Researchers have 
considered fault tolerance of both 白。lential and parallel search algorithms. Results consist of many 
different algorithms. each algorithm d臼igned under a different fault model.节le varie叩 in fault models is 
a prominent reason for the many different results. A general fault model is buUt on Byzantine fai1ures. 
Given primitive operations that can deceptively lie upω E times. 由e 陀sea比h result is 血 algorithm and 
∞mplexity bounds for ordered sequential search [98]. Architectu陀-specific models. on 由e other hand. 
∞rrespond to 由e vulnerabilities of specific hardware systems. One such model uses a networlc of fai1-
stop pr民essors 阳t never lie. but may 民 infinitely postponed [11. 54]. Alternatively, a system crash is a 
serious fault 由at may ∞rrupt the system by 由e failure 10 complete updates to 邮址览臼arch structures 
[22.42. 117]. Fault tolerance 陀quires res1Oration of the dωstructures to a consistent state. A re臼nt
hardw缸它 development is the parallel associative memo町. where the dominant faults are loss of a block of 
memo町. or random bit changes. We now discuss 阳 specific fault models and the algorithms developed 
for them. 
4.2.1. Binary S锦r由 with Faul句 Comparisons
WorX by Rivest (98)田lv臼 a search problem 山飞der the theor四cal model of a sequenαof primi由e
operations su时ect lD伽llts.τ"he problem is 10 select an element (or neighbo由仅><1) from an ordered set 
(or function) by 四e of a binary search pr民edure.ηlep由nitive operation is 10 ask "y臼角。.. membership 
questions. for example. "is 吐le va1ue 1臼S 由血 X.'l 节le fault model allows up 10 E wrong answers. which 
may anempt 10 deceive the algori tl'1m. Since qu臼tions are pc:范ed 皿quenti剑ly. 由e measure of efficiency 
is 由e number of qu臼tions. rather 由an the complexity of 世le qu臼tions or the time n臼ded 10 answer 由em.
Since 由1S worX is somewhat theoretical. it should be menti∞ed 由at oÚ1er researchers have considered 
more general unreliable ∞mponents [43.44] and communication over fa时可 channels [119]. 
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In Rivest's worlc the redundancy is the additional queries 由at must be posed to compensate for the 
m∞rreαanswers. A trivial algorithm would 陀peat each question 2E+ 1 times (if E errors can 臼cur) ， and 
∞uld be based upon the lower bound of log2 n questions po回d by bisection (binary search) 明白 eπor­
行臼 information for n elemen15. A surprisingly efficient "adversary answering strategy" uses only 
E log2 10g2 n + E log2 E more comparisons 由m 由e bisecùon algorithm. The strategy ∞mput臼 a weight 
for each 归自ible element according to 由e number of erron臼us answers 由at may still be supplied. At 
each step 由e algorithm picks the next question ("is xεT") such 由at 由e "yes" and "no" weights are 
closest to being equal.ηle significance of 由is r它sult is 由at establishes a precise bound. which 
fortunately is quite small , on 由e number of additional comparisons.τ11is can have practical benefits 
when questions ar穹 expensive. This work could be extended in several ways , including design of panem 
m∞自由ers 由at operate under data, program , or component faults. 节le most serious limitations with 由is
approach ar它由e requirement of an ordered domain.吐le 臼quential execution of Ù1e queries , and the 
臼S山nption 由at all questions are 饲ually expensive.ηle臼陀strictions are relaxed in the engin白白19
approaches described below. 
4.2.2. Heuristic Search with Fail-Stop pr时臼sors
Fail-stop 可stems have the propeny of panial-con它ctness.τñey assume 由at a component either 
operates correct1y or d臼5 not operate at all. Thus. all avaHable data can be comple臼ly trusted. sinα 
failures are manifest 臼 lost computational and storage capacity. When the broken proc白白rsstop
providing servi饵，由e ∞mputa目on and data in the proα5sor are lost. Fault tolerance routines mu.st 
efficien t1y complete the ∞mputation des回te possible loss of prograrns and infonnation. Several methods 
have 民en developed to address 由e possible loss of partially ∞mplete ∞mputations. ln P缸tiαùar. when 
a stop院d proαssor is fo山叫，由e ∞mputations and data it had been working on must be 陀assigned.
Altematively. some robust parallel computations produαa satisfactory answer despite loss of some 
proαs四目. infonnation. 节ÙS is possible in some se缸'Ch problems because of redundancy in the 臼盯ch
spa臼s. 出 will be described sho时y.
One diffiαllty wi由 fail-stop proc臼sors is loc甜ng 由e faulty PE5. A centra1ized technique can 
periodically poll the other processors. If a processor d倪5 not re臼ive 皿 answer to a periodic "缸e you 
st山 working" message. then the r吨uesting procεssor finds a new subcontractor to perfonn 由e work. 
Unforrunately , it has 民en observ创由at some subtasks take a long time to ∞mplete ex町ution [11].η1Ìs 
p陀臼nts 由e ∞mplication 由at it is impossible to distinguish long-running tasks from broken pr民essors.
The use of watcl回og timers establishes an 甜-hoc time-bo山1<1∞ e叫1 subtask. and 由1四ut indicates 由at
由eproα5S fai1ed. 
节ùs simple ted皿que suffers from the iflefficiency 由at subprocesses created by the crashed procεssor 
no longer have a paremω 陀臼ive 仕le aJlSwer. 白白 is the general "orphan" problem in distributed 
computation. where task T 1 create5 task T 2' which in tum c陀ates T 3' If T 2 crashes then 让le task T 3 
carmot retum an answer. All subprocεsses of the crashed processor 民come orphans. sin臼由ere is no 
par它nt waiting for their 陀ply. Efficiency can be improved by kee回ng the 0叩hans ， rather 由an killing 
由em. 节le intermediate 陀叫15 may be salvaged by use of sp民ialized runtime structu邸， such 臼由e
d归amic call tree of subrou由le invocati∞ [64]. A"阳in ta虫" is all侃ated to inherit 阳 offspring of a 
crashed pr时郎sor，四dther脱出"ηparent/child linlcag臼 are retained 由rough grandparent poin忧rs.
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ηle research misses several imponant issues. In partiαùar. it igno陀S 由e efficiency of the paral1el 
implementation. For ex缸nple， the analysis d倪5 not menùon the branching factor. Moreover. the 
programmer is requiredω 筑ate parallelism explicitly.η1U5 the algori由m prope而臼町 not fully 
exploi也d. These issues have been addres臼d by other researchers. Specifically 由e structure of the search 
甲a臼 can improve fault tolerance and efficiency. For example，江 a search spa臼 is redundant there can be 
several valid 5Olutions 10 problem. Each parallel processor can simultaneously explo陀 a different 
plausible 5Olution. τbe fault tolerant algorithm can entirely ignore the failed processor. since the other 
procesωrs can still compute an answer. Recoveηof the lost worlc is therefore not 陀甲ired.
The success of 由is approach requires 由at answer-producing computations be uniformly distributed 
throughout the computing device. A technique to ensure 由at 由e answers adhere to 也is propeny is called 
rflJ1lÚJlηization ， p缸titioning 由e 回arch space 50 each partition is expected to have 四 answer [54]. Each 
parti ùon can be pro臼S民d using only local information, making it 山回民essaηωmaintain global data 
structures! The exact randomizaùon depends uponαto仔 functions of the p缸tiαù缸 problem instance, 
since the臼 detennine how d臼p a search w山 pro臼ed before it is abandoned as 归国e. τne initial 
distribuùon of answers is al50 imponant. If 由e陀 areg四:x1 cuto旺 functions and unifonnly distributed 
answers , then randomized 民盯ch 注目s [103] provide a method to select the next succes5Or. In these 
C岛出，由e randomized 臼arch is 臼 efficient 臼 depth first 臼缸由， becau臼由e cutoff functions prevent long 
and fruitless search臼. Randomization also helps when answers are scarce or when the cutoff functi∞ 
does not prune away bad paths. In both cases , all answers must be found , because 出e ∞st of missing a 
solution can be large. In由is situation, selection of the next node to evaluate is made wi由 local
infonnaùon. It is efficient becaωe 由ere is no g10bal information. 由ere are neither global checkpoints or 
acαss delays [54]. However. 也is P陀S山nes 由at faults are only omissions , not incorrect ou甲ut Also , 
there cannot be g10bal damage by the faults. 
4.2.3. Ordered Search with Dictionary Machin臼
Search has been approached by specialized hardware. one specialized task is 由e dictionary task. 
which is compo臼d of a sequenαof que可缸ld update operations. 节1e query operator is quite simple, 
generally 由e 陀trieval of the recor吐出at ∞口时pondsωa given value. Many architectures have been 
propo臼d for tlùs task. including large associative memories. 11le p由nary approach 10 fault tolerance is 
10 maintain mulùple ∞pi臼 of the data However. recent wort explores the idea of retrieval based on 
hash codes for the 耳)ecial case of imprecisely defined 缸臼ss (as in vision recognition tasks. for example). 
In bo由 ca且5 ， it is imponantω ∞也由at data retrieval is highly data dependent.节咀s problem cannot be 
solved efficient1y by 町stolic arra归 [21] or Ù隐ir fault-tolerant variants. 11lerefore. 阳 fault tolerance 
me由α15 for systD8c processing cannot be di rectl y applied 10 阳 dictiona可凶k.
lrnplementati饵11 of dictionary machines include tr回-based archite口ure [15] and hypercube machines 
[87. 1 侃]. A 因而cular technique d臼igns fa凶t tolerance di陀ct1y into the algorithms by use of two binary 
U臼 machines (each a "half-u四").臼ch of which stores a complete copy of阳 data. A pair of red山咀ant
r∞t proc白白rs. one for each half-D"回. issues ∞mmar咀sωbo由口·民s. Update operaùons execute in bo由
halves. Queries retum an answer ωthe respecti ve rc刚s. which vote ar咀 signal an error if 由ere is a 
disagr回ment [4]. Error correctionωrrently 陀甲让臼 reloading the defective tree from the operaùonal 
u四. This simple s二百meh臼臼veral defects. 
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A major problem stems from use of a "compress" operaùon 由at rebalances each half心目 after eveη 
updateωprevent a skewed tr回台om growing within 由e half田 tree. As a result, an enÙfe subtree can 
民come polluted by tbe "comp陀ss" operation due to propagaùon of error.; betw臼n pr民白白r.; ina
subtr回.币le daIa structures do not support 1ωal correctability within a region or even within a half心目­
Since error.; must be corrected by reloading 由e fa凶叩 subtree 仕om 由e fault-free subu前. the machine 
only tolerates 1 fault betw臼n two "query" operations. Significant performanαimprovements would be 
achieved 江山eso食ware could isolate 由e 缸ea around the fault 缸回吐1en repair the damage selectively. 
Parallel k-fault 10lerant data structures would be an appropriate way 10 improve 由is fault tolerant 
dicùonary machine. Such structures w山 be described for sequential machines in secùon 4.2.4. Even 
given these difficulties. 由e ∞st for fault tolerance in the basic approach is only about 1∞% additional 
hardwar它. which is better than 由e 3X replicati∞ n白白sary wi由 a triply mωular redundant (TMR) 
approach. The effectiveness of their approach has not been ∞mpared wi由 error correcting ∞des. 
perhaps 民cause such codes 缸它叽山1erableω 町缸1Sient pr民自由r faults. 
A second approach to 由e problem considers data 陀trieval without update [28 ], where faul臼∞cur as 
error.; in the input key and failures in some poruon of the memoη. Fault-tolerant retrieval is formulated 
as a constraint opùmizaùon problem. similar to a neural netwo r1c. Th臼e 陀trieval networlcs are 
∞nstruαed as sets of associations. For image retrieval. recall is by pre民ntation of a stirnulus vec1Or. with 
auto-associative evaluaùon based on the generalized inverse of the input.节us is e仔'ective for retrieval of 
山也nown objects (such 臼 images) embedded in h臼vy noise. For text retrieval. the use of hashing 
me由ods h出由e property 由at memoη ∞πuption results in only a modest decrease in retrieval 
perform血臼.节us is largely because 由e memoηis sp缸回. However. the author.; have not 陀ported
details of the hash funcùons. and their wo r1c. d伺s not consider large databases. lt seems 由at use of 
well-prot民ted error-∞rrecting codes would be a more direct way to solve 阳 problem.
4.2.4. Crash Resistance - Ordered Storage Structur臼
Robust data structures - such as crash-resilient binary trees [117] and A VL trees [36] 一 improve the 
陀liability of s吨uential sy贝ems. Several princi~地es form 阳 foundation for 由is wor1c. Known 
relationshi庐 (such 臼 orderings) betw出n data elements can be exploited for fault detection. Additional 
links are added [22. 99. 115. 114]， ωmake the structure crash-resistant Algorithms operate on 由e
redundant data structures 10 perform multiple traversals. and an error is detected if 由.e traver.;als indicate 
di仔erent data orderings. 节le error can tl恕nbe ∞π民ted by voting among the mωtiple traversals 10 
determine 阳 majority result. Error detectable 副 correctable 臼archtre臼陀quire only 1 more probe per 
search 由四阳圃阳切ng balancing technique [82]. 
As an example of fau1t 10lerant data structures. 问 k叩iral list achieves a theoretical lower bound on 
∞rrectabtlity by use of a data p。而on and k. links. K -J links point forw削 10 different successor 
elements. and one points back 10 a pred民essor. A link can 民 changed a1Omically. yet several changes 
are r明uired to insert or delete an element. If阳 p~ssorcrashesduring 阳臼 updates. it is necessaη10 
陀∞ver 由e error-free bφrt instance from the erro而11 afttr instance. 节le correctability of such a 
struαure is described fonnally; if C J ∞mponents are changed in the new node. c2 other changes are made. 
p pointers 刽它 added to 由e new node. 但1<1 reπ。rsocωr:
"For an instance in main storage. 眈overy by an r，仰自U∞ rou山回岳阳 a crash during an insertion 
operation can be guaranteed 町 (a)c\+c2 至2r+ 1 or (b) c2 至2r+ 1". 
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Since 由is bound cannot always be achieved , a weaker condiùon is n臼:ded. For example , in the 
chained and thre甜ed binary tree , deleùon first uses a 臼quence of rotate 0庐raùons to move the node into 
a leaf position. and then deletes the leaf [117]. A P缸tially ∞mplete deleùon cannot be "undone" wi由m
the ùght bounds given above. Fortunately , a relaxed ∞m口油ility 由ω陀m produc臼 a saùsfactory 
algorithm. Inste副 of producing 由eb吃fore instan饵， it is satisfacto可 to make a new instance 由at w山
produ臼由e right answer when the crashed operation is reapplied. Rotaùons confonn to 由is defmiùon 
民cau白白ey 陀tain 由e inorder 民quen臼 of the tree. Moreover，由is ∞rrectable structure is resilient to a 
greater number of errors , under the assumption 由at only one error ocωrs within a bounded number of 
∞mponents [116]. Thus, fault tolerant algorithm design modifies the original algorithm 50 it functions 
∞rrectly de甲ite faults. 
τnese ideas have reαntly been extended ωsearching a B-tree where several indices have been 
∞rrupted [42]. However, robust 旦旦旦旦! data structures have not yet been described in the litera阳陀­
Neve时lel臼s，由e above approach should be parallelizable for dictionary machines or text-臼缸ch
applicaùons (such 臼 [106]).
A second ex.tension is to create resilient execution structures to maintain execuùon informaùon about 
由e dynamic structure of a 阳rallel system , sin臼由ey can be us创 to re∞ver from ex民uùon faults [65). 
Although 由e臼 structures do not depend upon 由e algorithm propenies，由e ability to construct tl览se
representaùons depends upon 由.e programming paradigm. In p缸tiαllar. under the functional paradigm. 
programs do not destructively modify data. and 由ey are fu时lermore detenninisùc in 由e 回nse that the 
same functions 皿d parameters detennine a 山úque function ou甲ut 节也陀fore. a d严1a1IlÏc graph of 
par缸neters 陀P陀sents a state which can be monitored by simple numbering techr咀ques. This resilient 
execuùon structure can be manipulated into a consistent state without extensive "undo" operations. 
In surnm盯Y，由e meth创 of algorithm-based fault tolerance is motivated by the w。而ng ex.amples 
described above. and addiùonally by problems with the other approach臼. Neverthless. 50me readers may 
p陀fer 由e traditional genera1-purpose fault-tolerance. due to the greater diffiαllty of designing for the 
algorithmic method. However. there are many SI咒cialized c岛es whe陀由e general-pu~se cannot 
provide 由en缸臼臼巧归rform缸瓦e.
民spite 由e a盯action of g臼lera1-pu~se methods they can suffer from performan臼 degradation.
anributableω t.he overhead of redundancy management me tOOds such as synchronization and voting [59]. 
This can even inuoduce real-ti皿e errors. Non-deterministic choic臼 in NMR systems c皿 cause problems 
wi由 vo由gme由od.s unl臼s special anenùon ensures that all replicants make same choice [85]. 
ηle overhead of d览ckpoint methods is a 臼rious problem for inter缸tive or real-由ne ta血s. It h臼 been
ob臼rved 由atittak臼 19 se∞ndsωd阳问lOint a system of 1α)() ethemet心。nnected micropr民白白陀，
wi由四甜ditional 20 seconds to recover [113]. 节ús is satisf:缸tory for a g臼leral ∞ninteracùve fault-
tolerant environment. but it is t∞ slow for high-av缸lab出ty s归tems. Fault detecti∞ uses redundant 
subnetworb. with signature-voting to de忧口 inc回1Sis忧nci白. and checkpoints for re∞ve可·节le major 
problem with the approach is the need to quiωe each subsystem prior to vo由哩， 50 吐le error-free 筑a出S
will be identical.ηùs also demands deterministic subsystems. B民ause it tak臼 20 臼conds to freeze and 
checkpoint the networtc. 由白e operations can only be performed eveηhalf hour. Hence the system may 
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lose up to 30 minutes of ∞mputation 证 it must reven ωa chec问)()int! 币le 20 second delays and the 30 
minute worX loss should be improved. Algorithm-specific approaches are one promising means to solve 
these problems. 
5. Conclusion 
η1Ís paper has p陀sented a variety of approaches of fault tolerance , with an eye towards massively 
parallel ∞mputer systems. The method is not general , and has 由us far been applied only ωspeci alized 
problems. It results in significant performance advantages when it is applicable. Re臼a.rch is underwayω 
improve the generality of the approach，由ough 出e three-pronged approach of predicates , program 
analysis and program transformations. 
This paper has described imponant characteristics of algorithms and has cited 陀民但由 where these 
prope而es were utilized to reduce the ∞st fault tolerance. 11le method of using characteristics of 
algori由ms ， applications and a.rchitectures has 民en srudied through a dozen examples. These are 
summarized in figure 5-1 , which shows the invariants，由e costs and the method by which 由ey worX. τ1le 
key point of 由.e figure is 由at algori由n inv盯iants ar它 exploited to achieve low-rost fault tolerance in 
many cases. 白白 is done by finding 皿 invariant property and building fault tolerance around the 
property. One such invariant is 由e ordering of the data elements. As shown in the first line of the figure 
("fa时ty ∞mparisons")，由e method of adversary answering exploits the characteristic of "yeslr四"
membership questions. Likewise，吐le sixth line ("dictionary machines") shows use of a similar invaria皿，
where the fault-tolerance me由ωis to vote between the two sub眩目s.
The primary diffiαllty is finding the invariants. A1 though some "generic" methods are known , such 出
checkpoints and checksurns , in general a painstaking analysis must 民 performed to determine these 
pro~陪同臼.节lere as an 。因xmunity for major technological advancεs in the form of automated analysis 
t∞15.ηle民 might include dataflow ∞mpilers ∞mbined with token-managers , or d严laIDÎC programming 
formulations that deteπnine 由e cheapest way 10 陀tain 让leneαssary amount of redundancy. An area of 
partiαllar interest is par划lel processing of AI systems on MPPs. Little worX has been done in the area, OOt 
由e power of AI , when delivered on an MPP, suggests 由is w让1 become more ∞mmonpl缸e in the coming 
years. It is 由erefore appropriate to consider the application characteristics in development of fault 
tolerance for 白白e systems. 
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